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SAM’S SERVICE
STATION
• Light Mechanic Work
• Oil Changes
• Tire Work

- Flat Tires
- Rotation
- New Tires Available

573-294-7215
Morrison, MO

Let Us Help
You

Get On The
Road!

midambk.com

Many drivers have found them-
selves stranded on the side of the road 
at one point or another. Whether the 
culprit is engine trouble, a flat tire or 
another issue, finding oneself strand-
ed on the side of the road in need of 
assistance is an often helpless feeling 
that no one wants to experience twice.

Even drivers whose automotive 
clubs or insurance companies provide 
roadside assistance services want to 
avoid using such services. One way to 
do just that is to learn about potential 
indicators of engine trouble.
1. Warning lights

Vehicle warning lights exist for a
reason. According to the automotive 
retailer Pep Boys®, a check engine 
light typically illuminates when ve-
hicle sensors detect there are issues 
stemming from a loss of power. This 

Three potential indicators of engine trouble
can be dangerous, and Pep Boys® 
recommends drivers pull over and 
call for a tow the moment the light 
comes on. In addition to check engine 
lights, drivers should heed warning 
lights referring to oil pressure and 
oil levels. 
2. Poor gas mileage

An easy way for drivers to mon-
itor vehicle performance is to keep 
gas mileage in mind. If a vehicle 
suddenly feels like it’s not getting as 
much mileage out of a tank of gas as 
it used to, this might be indicative of 
engine troubles. A fuel additive such 
as a fuel injector cleaner might be 
helpful because it can clean clogged 
fuel injectors that can affect perfor-
mance and lead to poor acceleration. 
However, the automotive retailer 
Advance Auto Parts® notes that such 
products are not a one-size-fits-all 
cure. If vehicles continue to suffer 
from reduced gas mileage, drivers 
should bring them to a mechanic for 
a thorough examination.
3. Jerking

Some signs of engine trouble
are not as subtle as reduced gas 
mileage. Vehicles that begin to jerk 
while they’re being driven are likely 

suffering from some form of engine 
trouble. Jerking might put a scare 
in drivers, but it’s not necessarily 
the result of a major problem, even 
if it is one that should be addressed 
immediately. A jerking vehicle that 
stalls puts drivers, their passengers 
and other motorists at risk of accident, 
so bring this issue to the attention of 
your mechanic immediately. Poorly 
functioning spark plugs may be the 

culprit behind jerking, and that’s 
a relatively inexpensive and quick 
fix. However, other issues can cause 
jerking as well, so don’t delay in 
speaking with your mechanic.

Vehicles may indicate engine trou-
bles in various ways. Drivers should 
contact their mechanics immediately 
whenever they suspect engine trouble 
is affecting their vehicles.  

Did you 
know?
It’s easy to underestimate the 

level of know-how required to be 
an automotive mechanic, and just 
how essential the job is. There 
are an estimated 30,000 parts on 
the average car, and data from 
the International Organization 
of Motor Vehicle Manufactur-
ers indicates around 74,705,000 
cars were produced in 2018. 
Auto mechanics are in high 
demand. Although many high 
schools offer adequate training 
to prepare individuals for a job 
in automotive mechanics, most 
mechanics are now expected 
to have completed an associate 
degree or certificate program in 
automotive training to keep up 
with ever-evolving vehicle tech-
nology. Students can enroll in a 
vocational education program, 
receive a certificate and then go 
on to employee training. Upon 
completion of that training, stu-
dents can become master me-
chanics. Training and schooling 
typically takes two years. Salary.
com reports that the average au-
tomotive mechanic salary in the 
United States was $38,551 as of 
December 2018.
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Poettgen Bros.
Auto Center

573-744-5242
Freeburg, MO

Service, tires, exhaust,
batteries and brakes -

We do it all!

When buying a new vehicle, many consumers are fixated on sticker prices. And that’s 
understandable, as the automotive resource Kelley Blue Book noted that, in March 2018, 
the average transaction price for light vehicles purchased in the United States was more 
than $35,000.

But as any veteran vehicle owner knows, the costs of owning a car or truck go beyond 
sticker price. Maintenance, insurance and fuel are some of the additional expenses that 
are part of owning a vehicle. And while it can be hard to get dealers to lower a sticker 
price, drivers can take other steps to reduce the cost of owning a vehicle.

1. Make a long-term commitment. Many drivers finance their auto purchases with 
loans from the bank. When loans reach maturity, or if drivers pay the loans off early, 
only then are they free from monthly payments. But over the years many drivers have 
equated the maturity dates on their auto loans with a time to buy a new car, essentially 
starting the process all over again. By resolving to keep their cars once their loans are 
paid off, drivers are making a long-term commitment to their vehicles and saving some 
money along the way. Even keeping a car that required a $400 monthly loan payment for 
one year after paying the loan off can save drivers nearly $5,000 in loan payments, and 
even more if drivers reduce their insurance coverage once the vehicle is officially theirs.

2. Downsize your vehicle. Parents cart kids around town in minivans or SUVs that 
have the capacity to hold sports gear, musical instruments, etc. But if the kids are out of 
the house or still under your roof but now behind the wheels of their own car, consider 
downsizing to a small vehicle. Small vehicles are typically less expensive to purchase, 
and they won’t cost as much to insure or fill up at the gas station.

3. Skip the bells and whistles. Today’s drivers may want their cars to be mobile offices 
and entertainment centers outfitted with all the latest gadgets and accessories. Though 
such accessories might be nice, they aren’t necessary to get you from point A to point B. 
When buying a new car, buy the base model or one step up from the base model, which 
could save you thousands of dollars right off the bat.

Driving is a necessity that does not come cheap. But there are many ways for motorists 
to reduce the costs of vehicle ownership. 

Three ways to cut the 
costs of owning a vehicle 

Auto insurance rates vary from person 
to person, even though it may seem like the 
offerings are the same. But no two drivers 
are the same, and certain factors may be 
affecting drivers’ auto insurance premiums 
without the motorists even realizing it.

Automotive insurance provider State 
Farm says most insurance companies con-
sider several factors when calculating the 
cost of car insurance. Recognizing which 
situations can increase or lower costs can 
help drivers get the best rates and coverage 
needed. Although it can be tempting to 
reduce the price of insurance by choosing 
lower amounts of coverage, there are other 
ways to make insurance more affordable.

• Move. Insurers typically look at where 
a person lives when calculating rates. Those 
people who live in highly populated, urban 
areas likely will have higher premiums 
than others who live in more rural towns. 
That’s because greater population density 
often translates into more people on the 
road — and a greater chance for insurance 
claims due to fender benders or theft. By 
moving, a person may be able to cut rates.

• Gender and age are factors. One can’t 
step into a time machine, but it’s helpful 
to know that growing a little older can 
lower insurance premiums. The financial 
advice source Money Crashers say that 
young men usually incur higher rates than 
young women because statistically men get 
into more accidents. However, as a person 

moves into his or her senior years, the roles 
reverse. Older women may see higher rates 
than men the same age.

• Keep make and model in mind. The 
type of vehicle driven can affect insurance 
premiums. Certain insurance carriers will 
increase premiums on vehicles that are 
more susceptible to damage. Flashy sports 
cars or those that do not score as highly on 
vehicle safety ratings calculated by indus-
try experts may result in high premiums. 
Vehicles that are desirable to car thieves 
also may cost more to insure. Researching 
vehicles prior to purchase and checking the 
rates for those cars or trucks with insurance 
companies can help keep costs low.

• Commuters may pay more. Individu-
als who use a car for business or frequent 
commuting may pay more than people 
who drive less because statistically there 
is a greater risk for an accident, says State 
Farm. Reducing commute times can lower 
premiums.

• Tie the knot. Insure.com says married 
couples have been found to be less of a 
risk to insurance providers statistically 
than those who are single. A study by the 
National Institutes of Health found that 
single drivers were twice as likely to be 
in an auto accident as married drivers. 
Combining policies also can help married 
people save.

• Follow the rules of the road. Drivers 
who have moving violations, drink and 

drive or engage in otherwise 
risky behavior behind the 
wheel may see their rates 
soar. 

Insurance companies 
weigh factors such as driv-
ing record, age, locality, 
and more when assessing 
premium costs. Drivers 
have some room to get 
lower rates by knowing the 
factors that determine their 
premiums.

Factors that impact 
auto insurance 
premiums
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American Auto Supply
Car - Truck - Tractor - Paint - Welding Supplies

Hours: Monday thru Friday - 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday - 8 a.m. to noon

602 E. Main Street • Linn, MO

573-897-3655

Offering Paintless Dent Repair 
and Full Collision Repair

125 Hwy CC • Linn

573-263-7219

Maintaining a vehicle is more than just 
a way to protect one’s financial investment. 
Vehicle maintenence can protect against 
accidents and make the road safer for drivers 
and their passengers as well as their fellow 
motorists. 

Fully functioning brakes are an important 
component of automotive safety. In its 2015 
Crash Stats report, the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration said that 
brake-related problems accounted for 22 
percent of crashes where vehicular failure 
was cited as the cause of the collision. Bad 
brakes are particularly notorious for rear-end 
collisions. Faulty, worn brake lines, antilock 
brake system malfunctions and worn brake 
pads and discs are some potential brake 
problems.

It is important that motorists learn to rec-
ognize the first symptoms of brake trouble 
so they can address issues before they put 
drivers, their passengers and other motorists 
at risk of accident or injury. 

• Unusual noises: Screeching, grinding, 
rubbing, and high-pitched sounds are com-
mon indicators that brake pads, rotors and 
other parts of the braking system need atten-
tion. Worn pads can cause damage to other 
vehicle parts, resulting in more expensive 
repairs if they’re not addressed promptly.

DRIVERS MUST address symptoms of a faulty braking system early on to reduce their 
risk of accidents.

How to recognize 
potential brake problems

• Pulling: If the car pulls to one side when 
applying the brakes, this may indicate brake 
pad linings are wearing down unevenly. A 
brake adjustment may be necessary. Pulling 
also may be indicative of an object or debris 
caught in the brake fluid. 

• Less responsive: If when pressing on 
the brake pedal the brakes just do not seem 
to be as effective as they once were, or it is 
necessary to press the pedal harder for the 
brakes to engage, there may be a brake fluid 
leak or an air leak. Check under the vehicle 
to see if any fluids are pooling.

• Pungent odors: Firestone Tire Company 
says a burning smell may be indicative of 
worn out brake pads and friction on the 
tires. Each of these issues require immediate 
attention.

• Vibrations: Certain vibrations may 
indicate brake issues. Rotors can become 
warped from metal-on-metal rubbing, po-
tentially leading to a failure of the vehicle to 
brake properly. Vibrations also may indicate 
tires are misaligned. These problems can be 
properly assessed by a trained mechanic.

Do not let potential brake problems go 
unchecked. Keeping brakes in good working 
order helps drivers stop more readily and 
avoid collisions.

Many frightening scenarios can unfold while driving. Inclement weather can affect 
visibility and the safety of roads, while distracted driving can put anyone on the road 
in harm’s way. 

One situation that can suddenly turn  a Sunday drive into something scary is a blown 
out tire. No drivers or vehicles are immune to blown out tires. But savvy drivers who 
know what to do in such situations can greatly reduce their risk of a blown out tire 
turning into something far worse.

RECOGNIZING A BLOWN OUT TIRE
The movies might make blown out tires seem as though drivers suddenly find them-

selves in wholly uncontrollable situations. But blown out tires won’t immediately send 
cars into the nearest roadside ditch. When a tire blows, the vehicle will immediately 
slow down and then begin pulling to the right or left, depending on which side of the 
car suffered the blowout. The automotive retailer Pep Boys notes that, if a front tire 
blows out, drivers will feel the force in their steering wheels, while a rear tire blowout 
will be felt more in the seat and/or body of the vehicle.

DRIVING THROUGH A BLOWOUT
Plenty of drivers have safely navigated their way through tire blowouts. When such 

a situation arises, drivers should avoid slamming on their brakes, instead allowing their 
vehicles to gradually decelerate, making sure to turn on their emergency flashing lights 
once they are certain they have control of the vehicle. As the vehicle slows down, pull 
to the side of the road, calling for help if necessary.

WHEN ON THE SIDE OF THE ROAD
Drivers who do not have a spare tire or cannot change the tire themselves should wait 

patiently for assistance to arrive after they have called for help. Drivers who can change 
their tires should place reflective cones or triangles behind their vehicles before they 
begin working. Such devices warn oncoming drivers of stranded vehicles. If replacing 
the tire with a donut, remember that such replacement tires are not designed to travel 
long distances and will need to be replaced shortly after they are put on the vehicle. 

What to do when a tire 
blows out while driving



Osage Auto Center

1757 Hwy 89S
3.7 miles from Breaktime

573-897-4164
7 a.m. to 4 p.m.

“Trust in Tomorrow.” and “Grinnell Mutual” are registered trademarks of Grinnell Mutual 
Reinsurance Company. © Grinnell Mutual Reinsurance Company, 2019.

At Grinnell Mutual, our coverages are tailored to your needs and 
our discounts benefit your pocketbook. It’s how we make the 
journey a little easier. Trust in Tomorrow.® Contact us today.

TRUST IN OUR AUTO COVERAGES 
FOR THE ROAD AHEAD

N19-33CA

MUENKS INSURANCE
573-897-9900

105 W. Main St., Suite B
Linn, Mo

MuenksInsurance.com
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Recent incidents of vehicles being hacked have shed light on the 
potential vulnerability of connected cars. Hackers have been able to 
gain access to critical vehicle functions, even while the car or truck is 
on the road. 

The vulnerability of connected cars, which are vehicles equipped with 
Internet access and often a wireless local area network, is a cause for 
concern among manufacturers and drivers. Drivers and passengers in 
connected cars can connect to Web-based services and share Internet 
access with other devices both inside and outside of the vehicle, but 
at what cost to their safety and security? 

Connected cars were designed to provide various helpful functions, 
such as roadside assistance and voice commands. According to a recent 
study by KPMG, the average new car contains 40 to 50 computers that 
run 20 million lines of software code, which is more than a Boeing 787.

The shortcomings in connected car security were revealed when 
researchers at two West Coast universities seized control of a General 
Motors car through cellular and Bluetooth connections in 2010. Potential 
criminals now may not even have to be close to a car to do damage or 
invade privacy. A malicious person with Internet access may be able to 
hack into a vehicle’s computer system and make a vehicle accelerate or 
suddenly stop regardless of where the hacker is. In fact, earlier this year, 
overseas hackers used a laptop to commandeer a Jeep via the Internet. 

Auto manufacturers have begun to address security issues in con-
nected cars and provide greater protection against hackers. Many are 
now isolating entertainment features from critical functions like braking 
and steering. Security experts have advised the auto industry to build 
computer systems that recognize rogue commands and outside influence. 
Despite changes, it may not be possible to prevent all cyber attacks.

Drivers also may want to take steps to avoid hacking, which boils 
down to driving a simpler car without all of the bells and whistles. 

Connected cars potentially vulnerable

Waxing a car is a great way to maintain its exterior. Including waxing as part of your 
routine vehicle maintenance can protect the car or truck from some natural hazards, in-
cluding sun damage, pollen and the dirt and grime that can accumulate on a car over time.

Motorists unfamiliar with waxing may be intimidated by the sheer volume of waxes on 
the shelves at their local automotive supply stores, which will no doubt offer an array of 
both liquid and paste waxes as well as many spray waxes. When testing waxes in 2013, 
Consumer Reports found that liquid and paste waxes were relatively equal with regard 
to their effectiveness, while spray waxes were very convenient though not very durable. 

Waxing a vehicle is no small task, and drivers should learn as much as they can about 
car wax and the different types of waxes before attempting the job themselves.

The differences between waxes
In their study of liquid, paste and spray waxes, Consumer Reports found that paste 

waxes were easier to apply than liquid waxes, but that the overall performance of paste 
waxes fell short of liquid waxes. Liquid waxes were very durable and provided the gloss 
many motorists look for when waxing their vehicles. But liquid waxes were difficult to 
apply evenly, something first timers should consider when choosing a wax. Spray waxes 
were convenient and easy to use, and many can be wiped off without drying. But Con-

Waxing 101: What to know before waxing your car 
sumer Reports found spray waxes were not as durable as liquid or paste waxes, so they 
may need to be applied more frequently.

Because waxing is done to protect a car and improve its appearance, it’s important that 
drivers waxing their vehicles for the first time test the wax on an area of their vehicles 
that is not easily seen to the naked eye. This affords some room for error as you learn the 
waxing ropes while also allowing you to test out different waxes until you find the right fit.

There are some additional tricks drivers can employ when waxing their vehicles that 
can make the job easier and the wax that much more effective.

• Wash first, then wax. Make sure you 
give your car or truck a good wash before 
you apply any wax. Allow the car to dry 
completely before applying any wax.

• Avoid sunlight. Consumer Reports notes 
that sunlight can soften paint and make it 
susceptible to scratching, so avoid washing 
and waxing your car in direct sunlight.

• Use microfiber towels. Microfiber 
towels were found to be more effective than 
cloth rags at removing residue. In addition, 
cloth rags can trap dirt and scratch finishes, 
so opt for lamb’s wool mitts instead.

• Go from top to bottom. The bottom 
of a vehicle is more susceptible to grime, 
so work your way down when waxing so 
you are not contaminating your towels. A 
contaminated towel increases the risk of 
scratching your vehicle’s exterior.

When waxing your vehicle, the right wax 
and technique can make all the difference.  

A FRESH coat of wax can protect cars 
and trucks from the elements, including 
fallen leaves.



Linn Auto Parts
1769 Hwy 50 East • Linn, MO 65051 

 573-897-2020
Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. • Sat. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. • Sun. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Oil Specials 

Everyday Low Price

$2695
Valvoline 
Maxlife
High Life

Five
 Quarts

Offer also applies to indi-
vidual quarts with a 5 quart 
minimum purchase. Limit 6 
jugs or 24 individual quarts

Get ready 
     for winter

with a brand new Chevy, 
Dodge, Jeep or Ram truck.

Mid-Missouri Powerhouse
317 W. Main St. • Linn, MO

573-897-2254
(sales) 888-550-4774

(service) 888-267-3980
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Impaired visibility can be a safety hazard while driving. Everything from sun glare to 
hail can affect a driver’s ability to see the road and navigate it effectively. Before drivers 
get behind the wheel, they should make note of their local forecast and make a plan for 
what to do if rain, snow or other conditions make it challenging to drive.

The International Association of Traffic and Safety Sciences indicates that, based on 
an examination of crash test data conducted by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, the “likelihood of a crash increases during periods of low visibility, 
despite the tendency for less traffic and for lower speeds to prevail during these times.” 

Drivers can take several steps to improve their visibility when 
driving in poor weather conditions.

• Inspect and change windshield wiper blades. Wipers are 
instrumental in clearing precipitation away from the windshield. 
If they’re not functioning properly, wipers cannot do their jobs. 
Drivers should replace their wipers at the first indication that they 
are no longer effective. In some conditions, wipers can freeze or 
stick. Drivers should then pull over and clean the wipers manually.

• Clear obstructions. Always make sure the windshield is 
clear before driving. This can include removing ice and snow 
in the winter and cleaning off mud or bug splatter in the spring 
and summer. Use the front and rear defrost if condensation fogs 
up windshields and windows.

• Slow down. Foul weather can reduce drivers’ ability to 
see far into the distance. Drivers should always drive slower in 
inclement weather in order to improve reaction time.

• Top off fluids. Always keep the windshield washer reservoir 
full and keep extra fluid in the trunk. In addition, look for a fluid 
that does not freeze in very cold temperatures.

• Learn how to drive in fog. Each year, more than 38,700 
vehicle crashes occur in fog, states the Federal Highway Ad-
ministration. Travelers Insurance recommends slowing down, 
staying focused and using regular headlights and not high beams 
when driving in fog.

• Go out only if necessary. In snowy or icy conditions, drive 

How to make driving in inclement weather more safe 
only if it’s absolutely necessary, as snow and ice can impair visibility and make roads 
slick, says AAA.

• Avoid driving at dusk and dawn. The human eye can have trouble adjusting to rapidly 
changing light and darkness conditions, which are common at dusk and dawn. If possible, 
drivers should make trips during the heart of the day, especially if poor lighting conditions 
typically make it difficult for them to drive.

Drivers can take steps to improve visibility when inclement weather makes roadways 
hard to navigate. 



1005 Big Horn Drive • Jeff erson City, MO 65109
www.4-wheelpartsplus.com

Jesse Reinkemeyer
Cell: 690-5242

Steve Happy
Cell: 690-5241

SPRUCE 
UP YOUR 
RIDE FOR 
SUMMER

• Tonneau Covers
• Nerf Bars
• Rims
• Hitches

Nationwide Warranty – 1 year or 12,000 miles

FALLWINTER

4500 Country Club • Jefferson City, MO 
Check out our new location!

573-897-2464 • Linn, MO

Free Estimates • Low Labor Rates 
• Fleet Services • Roadside Assistance

Trucks/Pickups • Farm & Heavy
 Equipment • Tractors • Trailers

• Performance packages

FROM OIL CHANGES TO ENGINE 
OVERHAULS - WE DO IT ALL!

- LOCALLY OWNED/OPERATED -

Inspections - $12 MO State / $82 Federal DOT

FROM OIL CHANGES TO ENGINE REBUILDS, WE DO IT ALL!!!
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Anyone who has ever driven their vehicles into a filling station is no doubt familiar 
with the word “octane.” But few drivers may know what octane refers to and how it 
might affect their vehicles.

According to Kelley Blue Book®, octane is a colorless component that boils at 
high temperatures. Octane is added to fuels, including gasoline used in vehicles, to 
eliminate preignition in combustion engines. The higher the octane rating, which is 
a measure of a fuel’s ability to resist “knocking” or “pinging,” the less likely the fuel 
is going to explode unexpectedly. In fact, KBB notes that gasoline with a high octane 
rating can withstand more compression than gas with a low octane rating.

So what does this mean for the average driver when he or she arrives at the pump 
and has to choose between 87, 89 or 93 octane gasoline? Likely very little. The U.S. 
Department of Energy notes that most gasoline vehicles are designed to run on 87 
octane gasoline. However, some vehicles are still designed to run on higher octane 
fuel, so drivers should always consult their owners’ manuals to determine which 
octane is best for their vehicles. 

Using a lower octane fuel than the one mentioned by the vehicle manufacturer can 
damage the engine over time. The DOE even notes that using a fuel with an octane 
rating other than the one recommended by the vehicle manufacturer may actually 
void the warranty. That gives drivers even greater incentive to consult their owner’s 
manuals before filling up for the first time.

Drivers may wonder if using a higher octane fuel than the one recommended by 
their car’s manufacturer will improve performance. And in certain instances, it might. 
The DOE notes that higher octane fuel may improve performance and gas mileage 
and reduce carbon emissions when towing or carrying heavy loads. However, there’s 
typically no such benefit when driving in normal conditions.

Drivers encounter octane anytime they visit a filling station. Learning more about 
octane and what it does for vehicles can help drivers become more informed motorists.  

What is octane and 
should it affect drivers’ 
decisions at the pump?



House Oil & 
Oil Filter

$29.99
Up to 5 Quarts * Gas Engines Only

Free tire Rotation

Casper’s 66
1763 Hwy 50 E • Linn

573-897-4461

Fall Special
C-STORE • BEER • ICE

EXCHANGE PROPANE TANKS
GARAGE • SPORTING GOODS

*Good until 11/30/2019

Garage Open 
Monday thru Friday

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Saturday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

www.HCBanks.com •573-763-5958
Serving you at 101 S. Main St., Chamois

with branches also in
Marthasville, Union and Washington
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Vehicle theft is something few people imagine happening to them. Until it does. While 
many motorists may think technology has done wonders to curb vehicle theft, the Na-
tional Highway Traffic Safety Administration notes that a motor vehicle is stolen every 
46 seconds in the United States.

Auto theft is sometimes mistaken as a victimless crime. After all, insured motorists are 
typically reimbursed for stolen vehicles, and drivers whose cars are returned after being 
stolen can simply submit a claim to have any damages paid for by their insurers. But this 
characterization of auto theft is untrue, as all motorists, whether their car’s been stolen 
or not, pay for auto theft. The Insurance Bureau of Canada notes that each year auto theft 
costs Canadians roughly $1 billion. That figure includes the $542 million insurers pay to 
fix or replace stolen vehicles each year. Those costs are ultimately passed on to customers, 
who then indirectly pay for the actions of car thieves.

Curbing auto theft is not necessarily the job of drivers, but there are things motorists 
can do to reduce the likelihood that their car will be stolen by opportunistic thieves.

• Avoid keyless ignition systems. Drivers who live in areas that are vulnerable to auto 
theft may want the peace of mind that comes with traditional keyed ignition systems in-
stead of the more modern and flashy keyless ignition systems. While vehicles with keyed 
ignition systems are stolen every day, some thieves may find it easier and quicker to steal 
cars or trucks with keyless ignition systems. Thieves can copy keys used in traditional 
ignition systems, but that process may require access to the original key and tends to take 
longer than it takes for thieves to reprogram keyless ignition systems once they’re inside 
a car. Reprogramming devices are not legal, but they are available and can be used to 
shut off automobile alarm systems in a matter of seconds.

• Lock your vehicle at all times. One of the simplest ways to protect a vehicle from 
prospective thieves is to always lock the windows and doors, even when you’re inside 
the vehicle. Auto thieves like things to go quickly and smoothly, and locked doors and 
rolled up windows only complicate things for thieves. Get in the habit of locking the 
vehicle when you’re driving, as unlocked doors make it easier for carjackers to surprise 
unsuspecting motorists.

• Park smart. Some motorists like to park far away so their vehicles are not at risk of 
being dinged or scratched by inattentive drivers and passengers getting into and out of 
nearby vehicles. Others may simply not have the patience to find parking spots in well-lit 

areas close to home or storefronts. But thieves may target vehicles parked nowhere near 
foot or automobile traffic. Always park in parking garages or other well-lit areas, which 
deter thieves from breaking in and driving away with your vehicle. 

• Etch the VIN onto your windows. Car thieves are not in the auto theft business so 
they can build a fleet of stolen cars. Upon stealing a car, many car thieves head right for 
a chop shop, which is a place where stolen cars are disassembled and then sold for parts. 
By etching the VIN, or vehicle identification number, of your car or truck on your vehi-
cle’s windshield or windows, you may be making your car less attractive to prospective 
thieves and the chop shops they do business with. 

Vehicle theft remains a problem even as technology has done much to prevent it. But 
drivers can take steps to reduce their risk of being victimized by car thieves. 

Make your vehicle less vulnerable to theft

Schollmeyer Garage
Specializing 

in used 
American 
car parts

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. Chamois, MO • 573-763-5352

Schollmeyer Garage
Specializing 

in used 
American 
car parts

8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m, Mon. thru Fri. Chamois, Mo. (573) 763-5352
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Curtis Fennewald
Owner

295 South 5th Street | Linn, MO 65051

573-897-2225

295  South 5th Street, Suite B
Linn, MO

573-897-2225

November Special
OIL CHANGE & TIRE 

ROTATION*
$39.95

* for vehicles taking no more than
 6 quarts of synthentic blend oil. Expires Nov. 30, 2019

Curtis Fennewald, owner

Must mention this ad

MILLERFARM SUPPLY

On Farm Tire Service
Hours: 8-5:30 Mon. - Fri.  • 8-noon Sat.

Jct. 50 & 63 
 573-455-9666 

OUR TIRE  SHOP
tires available for wheel barrows 

to semi trucks

Inspections, rotations
 and oil changes.
Hardware and a 

little bit of everything

For many traveling enthusiasts, few things are more enticing than the open road. 
Road trips have long been popular, and that popularity appears to be on the rise. 

According to a report from MMGY Global, a travel and hospitality market-
ing firm, road trips represented 39 percent of vacations taken by United States 
travelers in 2016. Road trips also remain popular in Canada, where vast, rugged 
terrain makes for idyllic trips.

Before embarking on road trips, motorists would be wise to inspect their ve-
hicles to ensure their getaways are not derailed by car troubles.

Fluids to check before your next road trip
• Brake fluid: Squeaky brakes are not the only potential indicator of brake 

problems. Brake fluid, which should always be topped off before beginning a 
road trip, also might shed light on potentially serious problems. According to 
the National Motorists Association, brake fluid looks honey-like and translucent 
when fresh. A puddle beneath a vehicle that is clear to brown and slick indicates a 
brake fluid leak, which can ultimately lead to a complete failure of the brakes. The 
NMA recommends brake fluid be changed at least once every three to four years.

• Transmission fluid: When fresh, transmission fluid is red, darkening over time. 
However, transmission fluid should never appear brown or black, which indicates 
potential internal damage to the transmission. To determine if there are any issues 
with the transmission fluid, the NMA recommends drivers wipe a cool dipstick 
between their thumb and index finger. If even the slightest bit of grit is felt when 
wiping the dipstick, the transmission is likely in need of work.

• Oil: Drivers should change their vehicles’ oil before embarking on road trips, 
especially if such trips will be lengthy. The NMA notes that fresh oil is light to 
dark amber and translucent, and that is how oil typically looks immediately after 
an oil change. Oil darkens over time, and that is natural (black oil indicates it’s 
time for an oil change). However, oil that appears cloudy or milky indicates that 
coolant is getting into the oil, perhaps due to gasket problems. Drivers who are not 
getting their vehicles’ oil changed before a road trip should at least check their oil 
before leaving to inspect the color of the oil and ensure the vehicle has enough oil.

• Windshield washer fluid: The unknown of the open road is part of what makes 
it so appealing. While many road trippers plan their trips during the summer and fall 
when the weather tends to be both pleasant and predictable, there’s no guarantee 
inclement weather won’t rear its ugly head. Filling the windshield washer fluid 
reservoir before embarking on a trip ensures drivers’ visibility won’t be adversely 
affected by unforeseen issues that can soil windshields.

Checking fluids before embarking on a road trip can help drivers avoid break-
downs and ensure a safe, fun trip. 

 BEFORE EMBARKING on road trips, motorists would be wise to inspect their vehicles 
to ensure their getaways are not derailed by car troubles.



 Carla McDaniel, Customer 
Service Representative 
 Mike McDaniel Agency Inc 
 204 E Main St 
 Bus: (573) 897-3142 
 cmcdanie@amfam.com 

 Michael McDaniel, Agent 
 Mike McDaniel Agency Inc 
 204 E Main St, Linn 
 Bus: (573) 897-3142 
 mcdaniel@amfam.com 

 Stephanie Coret, Sales 
Specialist - All Lines 
 Mike McDaniel Agency Inc 
 204 E Main St, Linn 
 Bus: (573) 897-3142 
 scoret@amfam.com 

Protection while
you’re on the road.
Your dreams deserve more than an insurance card tucked in your glove 
box. That’s why I go beyond a piece of paper to give you smart, customized 
coverage and real peace of mind to pursue what matters most. Contact me 
today for a competitive quote. 
Let’s talk today.

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. & Its Operating Companies, American Family Insurance Company,
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783   011765 – Rev. 4/15  ©2016 – 9828761

Carla McDaniel, Customer
Service Representative
Mike McDaniel Agency Inc
204 E Main St
Bus: (573) 897-3142
 cmcdanie@amfam.com

Michael McDaniel, Agent
Mike McDaniel Agency Inc
204 E Main St, Linn
Bus: (573) 897-3142
 mcdaniel@amfam.com

Stephanie Coret, Sales
Specialist - All Lines
Mike McDaniel Agency Inc
204 E Main St, Linn
Bus: (573) 897-3142
 scoret@amfam.com

Protection while
you’re on the road.
Your dreams deserve more than an insurance card tucked in your glove
box. That’s why I go beyond a piece of paper to give you smart, customized
coverage and real peace of mind to pursue what matters most. Contact me
today for a competitive quote.
Let’s talk today.

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. & Its Operating Companies, American Family Insurance Company,
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783   011765 – Rev. 4/15  ©2016 – 9828761

Carla McDaniel, Customer
Service Representative
Mike McDaniel Agency Inc
204 E Main St
Bus: (573) 897-3142
 cmcdanie@amfam.com

Michael McDaniel, Agent
Mike McDaniel Agency Inc
204 E Main St, Linn
Bus: (573) 897-3142
 mcdaniel@amfam.com

Stephanie Coret, Sales
Specialist - All Lines
Mike McDaniel Agency Inc
204 E Main St, Linn
Bus: (573) 897-3142
 scoret@amfam.com

Protection while
you’re on the road.
Your dreams deserve more than an insurance card tucked in your glove
box. That’s why I go beyond a piece of paper to give you smart, customized
coverage and real peace of mind to pursue what matters most. Contact me
today for a competitive quote.
Let’s talk today.

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. & Its Operating Companies, American Family Insurance Company,
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783   011765 – Rev. 4/15  ©2016 – 9828761

Michael McDaniel, agent
Mike McDaniel Agency Inc
204 E Main St., Linn
Bus: 573-897-3142
mcdaniel@amfam.com

Stephanie Borrelli, 
Sales Specialist - All Lines
Mike McDaniel Agency Inc
204 E Main St., Linn
Bus: 573-897-3142
scoret@amfam.com

Oil, grease, tires, propane, batteries, beer, soda, ice, 
buffet pizza, deli, hot sandwiches & side orders

Keep in mind the Conoco Sign keeps you in Tune with the Road.

Loose Creek Oil
Loose Creek, MO.

573-897-2407

John and Kimberly Borgmeyer, Owners

Junction A and Loose Creek HighwayLoose Creek573-897-2407
Annie’s Station                at Loose Creek Oil

- Full Restaurant - 
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The familiar click of the nozzle 
when filling up at the gas station is 
recognizable to anyone with a few miles 
of driving under their belt. Once that 
nozzle clicks, just about every driver 
faces the decision of whether or not to 
squeeze a few extra cents’ worth of gas 
into their vehicles or remove the nozzle 
from their vehicles, place it back where 
it belongs and head off on their way.

Such scenes play out every day 
across the globe, and it’s likely that 
the majority of drivers try to squeeze a 
few extra drops into their tank. While 
topping off can seem like a financially 
savvy way to delay your next trip to the 
filling station, doing so may only cost 
drivers and the planet they call home. 
The following are four great reasons to 
skip topping off the next time you pull 
into a filling station.

1. Topping off costs you money.
According to the Environmental

Protection Agency, drivers who top 
off at the pump are likely paying for 
gas they’re not getting. That’s because 
gas station pumps have vapor recovery 
systems that feed gas vapors back into 
their tanks in an effort to decrease air 
pollution. So any gas that drivers try to 

Four reasons to skip topping off at the filling station
pump into their tanks after the nozzle 
has clicked may only be drawn into the 
vapor line and fed back into the gas 
station’s tanks and not your vehicle’s 
fuel tank.

2. Topping off may damage your car.
Topping off won’t just hurt your

pocketbook; it can potentially damage 
your vehicle as well. Fuel tanks need ex-
tra room inside them so gas can expand 
while the car is being operated. Without 
room to expand, gas may evaporate into 
the vehicle’s vapor collection system, 
which can damage the system and 
produce greater gas emissions, thereby 
harming the planet.

3. Topping off can affect the air you
breathe.

If you had a choice, would you pay 
extra for more air pollution? Likely not. 
But the EPA notes that this is precisely 
what many people are doing when they 
top off their gas tanks. When vehicles’ 
fuel tanks are overfilled, gas vapors can 
escape into the air and produce toxic air 
pollutants. That adversely affects air 
quality, which ultimately affects your 
health as well.

4. Topping off can cost  the gas station
money.

Many drivers may wonder why gas 
stations, who would seemingly benefit 
financially from topping off, post signs 
that forbid topping off. But the EPA 
notes that gas stations are likely to 
lose money due to drivers squeezing 
an extra few cents’ worth of gas into 
their vehicles. That’s because topping 

off can damage the station’s vapor re-
covery systems, causing them to operate 
improperly and requiring potentially 
costly maintenance.

Topping off at the filling station may 
seem like a savvy move. But drivers, 
their vehicles and the planet are best 
served by taking the pump handle out 
of the tanks at the familiar sound of the 
nozzle’s click. 
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We are here for all your maintenance needs! 
No job is to big or small, we do it all!

54 Margaret Lane • Linn, MO

• Diagnostics
• Breaks
• Oil Changes
• Engine Repair
           and more! OF
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19$19 oil change
* up to 5 quarts synthetic blend oil

* free winterizing check

101 N. First Street • Linn, MO 65051

573-897-2680

Have a fun 
and safe 

time at the 
fair!

1008 E. Main St. • Linn, MO 65051

HortonAutoSales.com
573-897-2680

We will buy your car!

4J’s Tire
Check us for pricing on new tires for your       

vehicle before this coming winter season.
1032 E. Main St., Linn

897-2104
Mon.-Fri. 

8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. to noon

Closed Sun.

Handle a breakdown with ease 
Drivers expect their vehicles to safely transport them from point A 

to point B. But sometimes drivers find themselves stranded on the side of 
the road due to a breakdown. That can be an especially precarious 
position to be in, but knowing what to do during a breakdown can help 
drivers and their passengers get through such situations unscathed. 

1. Find a safe spot to pull over. Whenever possible, guide the car 
to a shoulder or area out of the line of traffic but still visible to 
oncoming traffic. If the car is not drivable, enlist the help of someone to 
push it into a safe zone.

2. Turn on hazard lights. Insurance advises to put on hazard lights, 
which will warn other drivers that something is wrong. Hazard lights 
also may alert other motorists who might offer assistance. Once your 
hazard lights are on, pop the hood, which can serve as an additional alert 
to other drivers.

3. Engage the emergency brake. Turn the wheel away from the road 
and put on the emergency brake to help prevent the car from rolling.

4. Set up other warning signals. Prepared drivers keep cones, 
reflective triangles or flares in their cars. AARP suggests placing 
three warning signals. The first should be 50 feet away and directly 
behind the vehicle. The other two can then be placed nearer to the 
vehicle.

5. Remain in the vehicle. It is safer to stay in the vehicle and call 
for help than to get out and stand on the side of a busy roadway.

6. Call for assistance. Use a mobile phone to dial a roadside 
assistance service or tow truck. Drivers also may want to contact the 
nearest police station to ask for help.  

Roadside assistance programs are available for a fee from private 
com-panies and sometimes through vehicle dealerships or insurance 
compa-nies. Such services can  provide peace of mind if and when 
breakdowns occur. 

When the time comes to upgrade to a new car or truck, buyers may ponder which offers 
more benefits: trading the vehicle in at the dealership or selling their vehicle privately.

Each option has its share of pros and cons. After reviewing their options, shoppers can 
make an informed decision regarding which path to follow. 

SELLING IT YOURSELF
Selling a vehicle privately takes more effort than simply bringing it to the dealership and 

trading the vehicle in. However, the extra legwork and research can be worth it financially. 
The work involved may deter some people, but if money  is the end game, it’s worth 

the effort. The first step is pinpointing an asking price. Automotive websites and even local 
newspaper classified sections can give would-be sellers an idea with regard to how much 
their vehicles might be worth on the open market. Kelley Blue Book (kbb.com) enables 
sellers to plug in details such as options on the car and mileage to determine the value of 
their vehicles. Prospective sellers also can describe the condition of their vehicles to get 
the most accurate estimate possible with regard to the value of the vehicle.

Private sales also require devoting some time to getting the vehicle a tune-up and 
washing and detailing it. Plus, a seller will have to sort through the possible buyers and 
confirm their legitimacy and ability to pay.

TRADING IN
Trading in an old car has many benefits, including the simplicity of such transactions. 

Dealerships will assess the value of the vehicle and offer a trade-in price. That money is 
then applied to the purchase price of the new car. 

Trading in may not prove as lucrative as selling the vehicle. That’s because dealers 
have to leave room for mark-up so they can make a few dollars on the trade-in. Yet, a 
number of people feel the convenience of driving into the dealership with one car and 
then leaving in a new one exceeds the financial benefit of selling the car privately. Drivers 
must also recognize that there can be tax advantages to trading in compared to selling 
their vehicles. Sales tax is only applied to the difference between the trade-in and the 
new-car price. So, if one were to get $10,000 for the trade-in and is spending $20,000 on 
the new vehicle, he or she only pays sales tax on $10,000. 

Deciding whether to trade in a preowned vehicle or sell it can be a difficult choice. 
Drivers must decide how much work they are willing to do if they want to sell privately 
or if they prefer the convenience of trading in. 

The pros and cons of trading 
in and selling your vehicle



Major & Minor
Auto Repair

Exhaust
Computer Diagnostics

State Inspections

573-897-1057
Pick Up and 

Delivery in the Linn 
– Chamois area.

FULL SERVICE
Major credit cards accepted

Service Contracts 
Welcomed

AUTOMOTIVE LLc
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Call for Free Estimates on Auto Repair
Let Lindell Nichols and Garry Bartlett 
take care of your auto service needs.

ThEy AppREiCATE youR businEss!

Hwy. 50 West on West Merle St.
LLinnLinn

PICK UP
AND

DELIVERY
IN THE
LINN-

CHAMOIS
AREA.

AUTOMOTIVE LLC
Major & Minor Auto Repair
Hwy. 50 West on West Merle St.

573-897-1057

L
Let Lindell Nichols take care of your 

auto service needs.
We appreciate your business!
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As the seasons change, motorists must 
take steps to safeguard their vehicles, 
especially when the season changes from 
fall to winter. Each winter, many vehicles 
are subjected to sub-zero temperatures, 
snowfall and icy roads, and such condi-
tions can take their toll on vehicles over 
time. Taking steps to prepare vehicles 
for winter weather is a vital step that can 
make cars and trucks safer for drivers 
and their passengers.

BATTERY
Old batteries should be replaced 

before winter begins. Without a strong, 
properly functioning battery, engines 
cannot turn over. Most batteries last 
between three and five years. However, 
extreme cold can compromise batteries, 
especially those that have been around 
awhile. Batteries are made up of acid 
and water, and cold temperatures can 
freeze the water, thereby affecting bat-
tery performance. According to AAA’s 
Automotive Research Center, at 32 F, 
the average battery loses 35 percent of 
its strength.

Newer batteries can be protected by 
starting the vehicle each day to warm 
up and recharge the battery. Let the car 
run for at least 10 minutes if you cannot 
take an extended drive.

EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE

Prepare vehicles for harsh weather 
Keeping a car waxed and sealed can 

help maintain a durable exterior finish. 
This includes not only the paint, but 
the rubber and vinyl parts of the car’s 
exterior.

Winter is a good time to switch to a 
heavy-duty synthetic wax that can shield 
against water and road salts. High-quality 
sealants can be used on bumpers, trim 
and rubber door seals as added protection. 
Speak with an automotive retailer or even 
the car dealership if you are unsure which 
products will make your car’s parts most 
durable for winter weather.

Do not stop washing your car just 
because the weather is cold. Slushy, wet 
roads and snow-melting salts can speed 
up the formation of rust or other decay on 
the undercarriage of the vehicle. These 
materials will need to be periodically 
cleaned off. Flush the underside of the 
vehicle whenever possible, taking advan-
tage of any dry, slightly warmer days.

TIRE PRESSURE
According to the automotive retailer 

Pep Boys, vehicle tires lose a pound of 
air pressure for every 10-degree drop 
in temperature. Many modern cars will 
alert to changes in air pressure, and 
drivers should be diligent in maintaining 
the proper tire pressure. Fuel economy 
as well as handling ability can decline 

when tires are not inflated properly. Tires 
can be refilled at many gas stations for 
little cost.

WIPERS
Visibility is key in hazardous weather 

conditions, and keeping the windshield 
clean is a priority. This means ensuring 
there is enough windshield wiper fluid 
in the car and that it is a product that 
will not freeze. 

Wiper blades can freeze and crack in 
the winter. Older blades may be more 

susceptible to damage. It’s a worthy 
investment to replace existing wiper 
blades at the start of each winter. When 
vehicles are parked, pull the wipers off 
of the windshield to safeguard them from 
sticking and cracking.

Cold weather requires drivers to amp 
up their vehicle maintenance routines. 
Consult with a mechanic or automotive 
retailer for more ideas and products that 
can help your vehicles operate safely and 
efficiently this winter.  

Make It Yours

New & Used Vehicles | Refinancing | Flexible Terms 

Let us put you behind the 
wheel with a great  low rate!

• Linn • Belle • East Linn • Jefferson City • Loose Creek • Owensville • Rolla • Taos • Union • Westphalia

www.legendsbk.com • 200 E. Main St • Linn, MO • 573-897-2204  
and • 1217 E. Main St • Linn, MO • 573-897-2919   Find us on:

MeMber FDIC




